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Introduction
This is my personal blog post planning and writing process to get more content created in less time.
And, to make sure it's SEO optimized. ;)
The trick? Always start with an OUTLINE.
When I say “do an outline” for a post, what I mean is create a framework for that piece of content that
answers all your questions, so that you can sit down and write it in full later (or right after doing the
outline). Your outline should be detailed enough that you could come back to it a month later and
still remember what you wanted to say, so that you can sit down and start writing right away.

Your Outline Should Answer the Following...
What is the main topic of this piece?
Where does it fit on my blog? (i.e. what category will it go in, and what value does it offer my
audience?)
Will there be a content upgrade or opt-in incentive in this post?
What will my call to action be in this post? (Psst: for those unfamiliar with the term, a call to action is
what you want your reader to do when they read this post, so it could be to opt-in to your resource
library, or to download a cheatsheet, or to signup for a course, etc.)
What is the main point or argument I want to get across in this post? If you’re writing about a
controversial topic like politics or parenting (lol, I’ve heard that’s a controversial one too, even though
I don’t have kids yet!), include what your stance on the issue is.
What SEO keyword do you want to rank for? Click here to learn how to pick one!
Then after you ask and answer those questions, it’s time to write the “bones” of your post - aka the
outline!
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Your Blog Post Outline
Here is my favourite way to write outlines quickly! Just write these headings in your favourite writing
tool, and get to work.

Title (pretty self-explanatory eh.) -- I like to write down a title first before I start writing. You can
always change it later. Make sure it includes your SEO keyword!

Intro Area -- Here I write a brief intro about the post, usually what the first paragraph will be, and I
make sure it covers what the value of the post is so my audience knows right away if this post is for
them or not. An example would be for a post about this course, I could write as my intro: “Having an
awesome content strategy for your blog is of vital importance when trying to grow your audience, or
monetize your blog. It allows you to ensure all your content is in line with your niche, your brand and
is posted consistently. It also allows you to write more productively, and with a laser focus on what
your upcoming topics should be.”

The “Body” (or Meat, yo) of the Post -- Here I write down some ideas for subheadings, and the rest
of the content for the post. I might write down key points like: “Content strategy makes you write
faster and more productively for your blog” so that I don’t forget to include that in the final version of
the post when I go to write it. This section can be just bullet points! As long as it makes sense to you,
and makes you remember what you wanted to get across, it’s all good.

Call to Action -- Write in the call to action you’re going to have, for example, getting someone to
download a content upgrade (and what that upgrade will be).

Conclusion -- Typically the last paragraph of a post, where you summarize the key points you made,
and urge the user to take action one last time (final call to action).
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